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SUMMARY
The Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA) seismic intensity (IJMA ) has been used as a measure of
strong shaking for many years in Japan, and it necessitates to know the correlation between the JMA
seismic intensity and other strong motion indices, e.g. Peak Ground Acceleration (PGA), Peak Ground
Velocity (PGV), and Spectrum Intensity (SI). In this study, two strong motion data sets were selected;
in which, the rst set consists of 879 three-components non-liqueed records selected from 13 major
earthquake events that occurred in Japan, the United States, and Taiwan, and the second set consists
of 17 liqueed records selected from 7 major earthquake events that occurred in Japan and the United
States. The JMA seismic intensity and other ground motion indices were calculated using the selected
data sets. The relationships between the JMA seismic intensity and PGA, PGV, and SI were then
derived performing a two-stage linear regression analysis. Results from the analysis show that the JMA
instrumental seismic intensity shows higher correlation with SI than PGA or PGV, and it shows the
highest correlation with the parameters such as the combination of PGA and SI or the product of PGA
and SI. The obtained relationships are also compared with the ones obtained by other studies, which
may be useful for the disaster management agencies in Japan and deployment of new SI-sensors that
monitor both PGA and SI. Copyright ? 2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA) seismic intensity (IJMA ) has been used as a measure
of strong shaking for many years in Japan. It was determined by the human judgment of
JMA ocers. However, in the early 1990s, the JMA started to move towards an instrumental
seismic intensity (Figure 1) rather than human judgment. In 1996, the JMA intensity scale
[1] was revised and a large number of seismometers (574 in total) measuring the JMA
intensity were deployed throughout Japan [2]. In this objective, Shabestari and Yamazaki [3]
∗
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Figure 1. Calculation of JMA instrumental seismic intensity, which is obtained (a) applying a band
pass lter in the frequency domain and (b) considering the durational eect (a) of PGA, which is
obtained in the time domain by (c) summing the time segments exceeding a reference PGA value of
the vectorial composition of the three-components of acceleration records.

developed an attenuation relationship of JMA seismic intensity using JMA records. Recently,
the Fire and Disaster Management Agency (FDMA) also deployed one seismometer measuring
JMA intensity in each municipality (3255 in total). Using these networks, the distribution of
intensity due to an earthquake can be estimated even in the case of a very localized event. The
disaster management agencies in Japan use the JMA intensity as the most important index for
estimating structural damage, identifying aected areas, and preparing for crisis management
due to earthquakes [4; 5].
Other ground motion indices, e.g., Peak Ground Acceleration (PGA), Peak Ground Velocity
(PGV), Spectrum Intensity (SI), etc., are also used to describe the severity of an earthquake.
Tong and Yamazaki [6] investigated the relationship between ground motion severity and
house damage ratio based on the house damage data selected from major earthquakes in
Japan including the 1995 Hyogoken–Nanbu (Kobe) earthquake. They concluded that SI has
the higher correlation with house damage ratio than other ground motion indices. In Japan, the
SI value (Figure 2) is used as the index to shut-o the natural gas supply after a damaging
earthquake. Based on the seismic records and damage of gas pipes around the instruments
due to the 1995 Kobe earthquake, a SI value of 60 cm=s was set as the level of shaking for
mandatory shut-o a city gas supply. In this objective, Tokyo Gas Co. Ltd has developed
an SI-sensor [7] and a new SI-sensor [8], which calculate the SI value in the sensor using
Copyright ? 2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 2. (a) Denition of Spectrum Intensity (SI), which is calculated as the area under the relative-velocity response spectrum with 20% damping ratio between the periods of 0:1 s and 2:5 s, divided
by the period interval, and (b) trace of SI, which is computed from the EW and NS components of
acceleration records of the JMA Kobe station of the 1995 Kobe earthquake. The maximum value of SI
is shown on the trace with a solid circle, which is obtained at  = 117◦ .

horizontal acceleration records. Recently, the deployment of new SI-sensors has started in
the Tokyo metropolitan area, and the Super Dense Seismic Monitoring System-‘SUPREME’
[9; 10] with 3700 new SI-sensors will be completed by the year 2007. Note that in Taiwan,
31 new SI-sensors have been installed in an 80km2 area in the Taipei city by the Great Taipei
Gas Co. Ltd, and Shimizu et al. [11] studied the site amplication factor of main shock of
the 1999 Chi–Chi earthquake based on the seismic motion observed in Taipei basin by new
SI-sensors. They found that the site amplication of the main shock can be estimated by the
site amplication of aftershocks. In other words, the seismic motion measurement in a small
earthquake is quite important for seismic zonation.
Hence, it is important to know the relationship between the new JMA instrumental seismic intensity and other strong motion indices (e.g., PGA, PGV, and SI). Midorikawa [12],
Midorikawa and Fukuoka [13], and Midorikawa et al. [14] investigated the correlation between the JMA seismic intensity and physical parameters of earthquake ground motion. They
also investigated the correlation between the new JMA instrumental seismic intensity and
the former JMA seismic intensity. Tong and Yamazaki [15] also obtained the relationship between ground motion indices and JMA instrumental seismic intensity. However, the correlation
between seismic intensity and ground motion indices might dier depending upon the selection
criteria of the records, number of records used, distribution of ground motion indices, and the
method of analysis. The earthquake records used by Midorikawa et al. [12–14] were recorded
mostly by SMAC-B2 type accelerometers, which requires instrumental correction. The ground
motion records used by Tong and Yamazaki [15] were both JMA and non-JMA records from
recent earthquakes in Japan and the United States. They used 205 selected records to give
wide variability in intensity; however, the selected data may be expanded to cover a wider
variation in spectral intensity and durational characteristics of seismic records.
Copyright ? 2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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In this study, two strong motion data sets are selected; in which, the rst set consists of 879
three-components non-liqueed acceleration records selected from 13 major earthquake events
that occurred in Japan, the United States, and Taiwan. These events are selected to cover the
magnitude (MW ) range between 5 to 8. All the free-eld records having a PGA greater than
or equal to 10 cm=s2 in one of the horizontal components were selected in the rst data set.
The second data set consists of 17 three-components liqueed acceleration records [16; 17]
selected from seven earthquake events that occurred in Japan and the United States. The
new JMA seismic intensity and other ground motion indices are calculated using the selected
data sets. The relationships between JMA intensity and PGA, PGV and SI are then derived
performing a two-stage linear regression analysis. The new relationships are compared with
the ones obtained by other studies [12–15], which may be useful for the disaster management
agencies in Japan and deployment of new SI-sensors that monitor both PGA and SI.
STRONG MOTION PARAMETERS
JMA seismic intensity
The JMA seismic intensity scale was revised recently [1]. First, the Fourier transform (FT)
is applied for the selected time window for the three components of acceleration time histories. Then, a band-pass lter equation (1) is applied in the frequency domain as shown in
Figure 1(a):
F(f) = F1 (f)F2 (f)F3 (f)
in which
Period-eect lter:
F1 (f) =



1=f

(1)

(2)

High-cut lter:
F2 (f) = √

0:694x2

1+
+

(x = 1=fc )

0:241x4

+

0:0557x6

1
+ 0:009664x8 + 0:00134x10 + 0:000155x12
(3)

Low-cut lter:
F3 (f) =



1 − exp(−f=f0 )3

(4)

where f is the frequency of the ground motion, fc is the reference frequency for high-cut lter,
and f0 is the reference frequency for low-cut lter. After taking the Inverse Fourier Transform
(IFT), the eect of the duration () was considered for a vectorial composition of the threecomponents that is made in the time domain (Figure 1(b)). Considering an acceleration value
a0 having total duration  satisfying the condition (a0 )¿0:3 s (Figure 1(c)), the JMA seismic
intensity (IJMA ) is calculated by using Equation (5) as a real (continuous) number
IJMA = 2:0 log a0 + 0:94
Copyright ? 2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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PGA and PGV
The Peak Ground Acceleration (PGA) and Peak Ground Velocity (PGV) are dened as the
maximum of the resultant of the two horizontal components in the directions as originally
recorded and denoted by PGAR and PGVR .
Spectrum intensity
The Spectrum Intensity (SI) is calculated as the area under the relative-velocity response
spectrum with 20% damping ratio between the periods of 0.1 s and 2:5 s, divided by the
period interval (Figure 2(a)), and it is dened as
 2:5
1
Sv (T; h = 0:2) dT
(6)
SI =
2:4 0:1
where SI is the spectrum intensity, Sv is the relative-velocity response spectrum, T is the
period, h is the damping ratio taken as 20%, and dT is the period interval taken as 0:1s. Several
denitions exist for calculating SI, e.g., SI can be larger of the two horizontal components
or it can be obtained from either of the denition of the Ministry of Construction, Japan
or Tokyo Gas Co. Ltd. According to the Ministry of Construction, SI is computed from the
vectorial composition of the two horizontal velocity responses, and according to the Tokyo
Gas Co. Ltd, it is computed as rotating the two horizontal components (EW and NS) of
acceleration records from 0 to 180◦ with 1◦ interval on the horizontal plane and the maximum
SI is considered as the SI value. In this study, SI is calculated according to this denition.
Figure 2(b) shows the trace of SI, which is computed from the EW and NS components of
acceleration records of the JMA Kobe station of the 1995 Kobe earthquake by rotating the
two horizontal components of acceleration records from 0 to 180◦ with 1◦ interval. One can
see that the maximum value of SI is 122:9 cm=s, which is shown on the trace (Figure 2(b))
with a solid circle. Hence, according to the Tokyo Gas Co. Ltd denition, the value of SI
should be considered as 122:9 cm=s.

EARTHQUAKE DATA
Two earthquake data sets are used in this study. The rst data set consists of 879 threecomponents non-liqueed acceleration records selected from 13 major earthquake events that
occurred mostly in Japan, two in the United States, and one in Taiwan, and the magnitude
(MW ) for the selected earthquake events ranges from 5.4 to 8.3. The second data set consists
of 17 three-components liqueed acceleration records selected from seven major earthquake
events that occurred mostly in Japan and one in the United States, and the magnitude (MW )
for the selected events ranges from 6.0 to 8.2. Hereafter, we call the rst data set as nonliqueed records and the second data set as liqueed records. The two data sets of the strong
motion records are limited to
1. Acceleration records only from free-eld sites were selected.
2. Acceleration records with a PGA greater than or equal to 10cm=s2 in one of the horizontal
components were included in the data set.
Copyright ? 2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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3. The acceleration records include both far- and near-eld ones.
4. In case of closely located stations, only one record was selected and others were omitted.
5. Records from the liqueed and liquefaction-suspicious sites were selected according to
the following classication [17]:
(a) Liqueed sites: There was evidence seen for liquefaction at the recording site.
(b) Liquefaction-suspicious sites: There was no evidence seen for liquefaction at the
recording site, but it was observed in its vicinity (up to 50 m) or cyclic mobility at
the site was conrmed by an analytical study.
(c) Non-liqueed sites: There was no evidence for liquefaction at the recording site and
its vicinity (up to 50 m) as well as no conrmation about the cyclic mobility at the
site.
The American records were obtained from the Earthquake Strong Motion CD-ROM, National
Geographic Data Center [18] and from the Internet site of California Strong Motion Instrumentation Program (CSMIP). The Taiwanese records were retrieved from the CD-ROM of
free-eld strong ground motion data, Seismological Center of the Central Weather Bureau
[19]. The Japanese records were provided by many national organizations, institutes and private companies including Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA), Port and Harbor Research
Institute (PHRI), Ministry of Transport, Public Works Research Institute (PWRI), Ministry
of Construction, Kyoshin-NET (K-NET), National Research Institute of Earth Science and
Disaster Prevention, and Tokyo Gas Co. Ltd. The summary of the non-liqueed and liqueed
records used in this study is shown in Tables I and II, respectively. Figure 3(a) shows the
distribution of magnitude and JMA intensity for the 879 non-liqueed records used in this
study and the distribution of magnitude and PGAR is shown in Figure 3(b). The distribution
of PGAR and SI, and PGVR and SI are shown in Figures 3(c) and 3(d), respectively. Note
that some of the largest intensities calculated for the all records of the non-liqueed data are

Table I. Summary of the earthquake records (non-liqueed) used in this study and the regression
coecients obtained for each earthquake event with respect to SI.
No.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
∗

Earthquake event

Chibaken–Toho–Oki
Loma Prieta
Kushiro–Oki
Hokkaido–Nansei–Oki
Northridge
Hokkaido–Toho–Oki
Sanriku–Haruka–Oki
Kobe
Kagoshima–Hokusei
Kagoshima–Hokusei
Izu Peninsula
Tokyo Bay
Chi–Chi

Event date

17=12=87
17=10=89
15=01=93
12=07=93
17=01=94
04=10=94
28=12=94
17=01=95
26=03=97
13=05=97
03=05=98
29=08=98
20=09=99

∗
MW

6.5
6.9
7.6
7.7
6.7
8.3
7.7
6.9
6.1
6.1
5.5
5.4
7.7

No. of
records
22
54
36
5
44
18
6
34
67
63
22
89
419

Regression coecients for SI
b0

b1



R2

2.38
2.26
2.48
2.21
2.53
2.42
2.28
2.25
2.43
2.40
2.46
2.52
2.23

1.97
1.96
1.95
2.04
1.82
2.00
2.05
1.98
1.88
1.93
1.90
1.80
1.94

0.096
0.131
0.225
0.214
0.105
0.182
0.246
0.124
0.182
0.149
0.099
0.171
0.112

0.965
0.953
0.959
0.959
0.976
0.963
0.951
0.989
0.959
0.975
0.984
0.927
0.971

Moment magnitude provided by Harvard University.
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Table II. Summary of the earthquake records (liqueed) used in this study.
No.

Earthquake event

Event date

∗
MW

No. of records

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Niigata
Tokachi-Oki
Nihonkai Chubu
Superstition Hills
Loma Prieta
Kushiro–Oki
Kobe

16=06=64
16=05=68
26=05=83
24=11=87
18=10=89
15=01=93
17=01=95

7:6†
8.2
7.7
6.0
6.9
7.6
6.9

1
1
1
1
1
1
11

∗
†

Moment magnitude provided by Harvard University.
Moment magnitude provided by Aki [30].

Figure 3. Distribution of (a) magnitude and JMA intensity, (b) magnitude and PGAR , (c) PGAR and
SI, and (d) PGVR and SI for the 879 non-liqueed records used in this study.

6.44 for the JMA Kobe station of the Kobe earthquake, 6.48 for the TCU084 station of the
Chi–Chi earthquake, and 6.55 for the Tarzana station of the Northridge earthquake. Figure 4(a)
shows the distribution of PGAR and SI for the 17 liqueed records used in this study and
the distribution of PGVR and SI is shown in Figure 4(b). The linear relationship between
Copyright ? 2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 4. (a) Distribution of PGAR and SI, and (b) relationship between PGVR and SI for the
17 liqueed records used in this study.

PGVR and SI (Figure 4(b)) for the liqueed records is dierent from the one obtained for
non-liqueed records [6].

REGRESSION MODEL
The regression model used in this study is given as
y = b0 + b1 M + b2 log10 x1

(Univariate)

y = b0 + b1 M + b2 log10 x1 + b3 log10 x2

(Multivariate)

(7)
(8)

where y is the JMA instrumental seismic intensity (IJMA ), b0 , b1 , b2 , and b3 are the regression
coecients, M is the magnitude, and x1 and x2 are the ground motion indices, i.e., PGA, PGV
and SI. The regression models given in Equations (7) and (8) are linear with respect to the
coecients to be determined. However, the correlation between magnitude and ground motion
indices might results in systematic error if simple linear regression is used [20]. Choice in
deriving prediction equations involves the details of how the data are to be used in determining
the unknown coecients [21]. In this case, a potential for bias exists for two reasons: rst,
the data are not uniformly distributed and they may be dominated by many recordings from
a few earthquakes [22]. They concluded that a two-stage regression method, introduced by
Joyner and Boore [23] to separate one variable dependence from another variable dependence,
is desirable. For instance, in the regression model equation (7), one can see that there are
two variables, one is the magnitude and the other one is the ground motion indices. Hence, in
this case, it is desirable that we should separate the ground motion indices dependence from
magnitude dependence. The advantage of the two-stage linear regression analysis is to let
each recording have equal weight in determining the shape, and each earthquake have equal
weight in determining the magnitude scaling [22]. Hence, in this study, a two-stage linear
regression analysis is performed for deriving the relationship between JMA seismic intensity
and other ground motion indices.
Copyright ? 2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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If the two-stage regression was applied to Equation (7), then the rst stage is the leastsquares regression of
y=

k

j=1

aj Aj + b2 log10 x1

(9)

where k is the number of earthquakes, and Aj = 1 for earthquake j; Aj = 0 otherwise.
The second stage is the weighted least-squares regression of
aj = b0 + b1 Mj

(10)

where aj is determined in the rst stage and known as the oset factors, which are used in
order to let each earthquake event have equal weight. Equation (9) can be represented by
[24–26]
Y = X + 

(11)

where


A1; 1


 A1; 2

X = .
 ..


A1; n

A2; 1 : : : Ak; 1
A2; 2 : : : Ak; 2
..
..
.
.
A2; n : : : Ak; n

log10 x1




log10 x2 

.. 
. 

log10 xn

(12)

and  and  are the regression coecient and residual vectors, respectively. One should note
that in Equations (7) and (8), x1 and x2 represent two independent variables, say, PGA and
PGV, on the other hand, in Equation (12), x1 , x2 , and xn represent the number of observations
of a particular independent variable, for instance, the number of PGA for the non-liqueed
records is 879. The least-squares solution of Equation (11) is
b = (X T X )−1 X T Y

(13)

where b is the estimator of , and the expected value E(b) is . Note that in case of
multivariate analysis, the procedure remains the same with a little change of the X matrix
in Equation (12). In this case, the values of the additional independent variable should be
entered in the X matrix in the form of adding one more column to the right of the rst
independent variable column.
Figure 5(a) shows the plots of slope b (coecient of SI) vs. magnitude of each earthquake
event obtained for the non-liqueed records and the regression coecients obtained for individual event with respect to SI are given in Table I. Figure 5(b) shows the plots of oset
factor aj vs magnitude of each earthquake event, which is obtained in the rst stage. In the
second-stage regression analysis, the oset factors are used in order to let each event have
equal weight in determining the magnitude scaling, and the relationships between JMA intensity and SI obtained for dierent magnitudes are shown in Figure 5(c). Figure 5(d) shows the
relationships between JMA intensity and SI obtained from simple and two-stage linear regression analyses. The relationships obtained for the all earthquake events and the relationship
Copyright ? 2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 5. (a) Slope b (coecient of SI) of individual event with respect to magnitude, (b) oset factor
aj of individual event with respect to magnitude, which is used to let each earthquake event have equal
weight, (c) relationship between JMA intensity and SI for dierent magnitudes, and (d) comparison of
the relationships between JMA intensity and SI obtained from simple and two-stage linear regression
analyses. The relationships obtained for the all earthquake events and the relationships obtained from
the average slope and oset factor of the all events are also shown in the same gure. All the plots
shown in the gure are based on the non-liqueed records.

obtained from the average slope and oset factor of the all events are also shown in Figure
5(d). The slopes obtained from simple and two-stage linear regression analyses are 1.83 and
1.92, respectively, and the average slope for the all earthquake events is 1.94. It means that
the average slope of the all events and the slope obtained from two-stage linear regression
analysis are very close to each other, on the other hand, the slope obtained from simple linear
regression analysis shows a lower value comparing to the one obtained from two-stage linear
regression analysis. One can see (Figure 5(d)) that the relationship between the JMA seismic
intensity and SI obtained from two-stage linear regression analysis is very similar comparing
to the one obtained from the average slope and oset factor of the all events. One can also
see (Figure 5(d)) that the relationships between JMA intensity and SI obtained from twostage linear regression analysis and obtained from the average slope and oset factor of the
all events pass almost through the mid-point of the relationships of the all events, however,
the relationship obtained from simple linear regression analysis shows a lower value for the
Copyright ? 2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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higher value of SI comparing to the other relationships. Moreover, the correlation coecient
obtained from two-stage linear regression analysis (R2 = 0:982) is higher comparing to the one
obtained from simple linear regression analysis (R2 = 0:975). It implies that in case of many
earthquake events, if we perform simple linear regression analysis, then there is a possibility
that we may underestimate (or sometimes overestimate) the JMA seismic intensity from strong
motion parameters. In order to avoid this problem, all the regression results are obtained in
this study based on the two-stage linear regression analysis.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Results obtained from non-liqueed records
The linear relationships between JMA intensity and ground motion indices for the non-liqueed
records are derived in this study as
IJMA = −0:65 + 0:18M + 1:81 log10 PGAR

( = 0:302; R2 = 0:942)

(14)

IJMA = 3:35 − 0:13M + 1:82 log10 PGVR

( = 0:345; R2 = 0:937)

(15)

IJMA = 2:61 − 0:03M + 1:92 log10 SI

( = 0:160; R2 = 0:982)

(16)

The relationships are also derived using other parameters, such as, the product of two
ground motion indices or the combination of two ground motion indices. In this case, the
relationships are derived as
IJMA = 1:33 + 0:01M + 0:98 log10 (PGAR PGVR )

( = 0:203; R2 = 0:975)

(17)

IJMA = 0:89 + 0:07M + 0:98 log10 (PGAR SI)

( = 0:126; R2 = 0:987)

(18)

IJMA = 1:58 + 0:02M + 1:38 log10 SI + 0:59 log10 PGAR

( = 0:104; R2 = 0:991)

(19)

IJMA = 1:27 + 0:01M + 0:95 log10 PGVR + 1:00 log10 PGAR

( = 0:202; R2 = 0:975)

(20)

where IJMA is the JMA intensity, M is the magnitude (MW ), PGAR and PGVR are the resultant
of the two horizontal components, SI is the maximum of SI calculated from 0 to 180◦ in
the horizontal plane with 1◦ interval,  is the standard deviation, and R is the correlation
coecient.
Table III shows the list of the regression coecients obtained for the non-liqueed records
in this study and by other studies [14; 15]. Figure 5(c) shows the relationship between JMA
intensity and SI for a magnitude of 6–8. One can see that the relationships seem to be similar
for dierent magnitudes. However, for a comparison with other studies, the relationships from
Equations (14)–(20) are normalized for a magnitude of 7, and the new relationship takes into
Copyright ? 2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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b0

0.01
0.07
0.01
0.02

0.18

−0.13
−0:03

b1
1.81
1.82
1.92
0.98
0.98
1.00
0.59

b2
—
—
—
—
—
0.95
1.38

b3

This study∗

0:302
0.345
0.160
0.203
0.126
0.202
0.104


0.942
0.937
0.982
0.975
0.987
0.975
0.991

R2
0.55
2.68
—
1.25
—
2.57
—

b0
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

b1
1:90
1.72
—
1.02
—
0.35
—

b2

b3
—
—
—
—
—
0.95
—

Midorikawa et al.

0.30
0.21
—
0.15
—
0.31
—



0.59
2.30
2.34
—
—
1.11
1.68

b0

(Univariate)
(Multivariate)

—
—
—
—
—
—
—

b1

1.89
2.01
1.96
—
—
1.25
0.69

b2

—
—
—
—
—
0.78
1.29

b3


0.281
0.418
0.174
—
—
0.180
0.097

Tong and Yamazaki†

To compare with other studies, the regression equations are normalized for a magnitude of 7, and the normalized regression coecients are shown in
Table IV.
† The regression coecients were obtained based on the larger of the two horizontal components of the earthquake records. To compare the results
with this study, the regression equations were converted from larger to resultant of the two horizontal components using Table V, and the converted
regression coecients are shown in Table IV.

∗

PGAR
−0.65
PGVR
3.35
SI
2.61
PGAR PGVR
1.33
PGAR SI
0.89
PGAR ; PGVR
1.27
PGAR ; SI
1.58

Parameters
(x1 ; x2 )

IJMA = b0 + b1 M + b2 log10 x1
IJMA = b0 + b1 M + b2 log10 x1 + b3 log10 x2

Table III. List of the regression coecients for the non-liqueed records obtained in this study and by other studies [14; 15].
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Table IV. Comparison of the regression coecients for the non-liqueed records obtained in this study
and by other studies [14; 15].
IJMA = b0 + b1 log10 x1
IJMA = b0 + b1 log10 x1 + b2 log10 x2
This study∗

Parameters
(x1 ; x2 )
PGAR
PGVR
SI
PGAR PGVR
PGAR SI
PGAR , PGVR
PGAR , SI
∗ Normalized for
† Converted from

(Univariate)
(Multivariate)
Tong and Yamazaki†

Midorikawa et al.

b0

b1

b2

b0

b1

b2

b0

b1

b2

0.63
2.42
2.39
1.34
1.35
1.31
1.74

1.81
1.82
1.92
0.98
0.98
1.00
0.59

—
—
—
—
—
0.95
1.38

0.55
2.68
—
1.25
—
2.57
—

1.90
1.72
—
1.02
—
0.35
—

—
—
—
—
—
0.95
—

0.54
2.23
2.30
—
—
1.05
1.64

1.89
2.01
1.96
—
—
1.25
0.69

—
—
—
—
—
0.78
1.29

a magnitude of 7.
larger to resultant of the two horizontal components using Table V.

the following forms:
IJMA = 0:63 + 1:81 log10 PGAR

(21)

IJMA = 2:42 + 1:82 log10 PGVR

(22)

IJMA = 2:39 + 1:92 log10 SI

(23)

IJMA = 1:34 + 0:98 log10 (PGAR PGVR )

(24)

IJMA = 1:35 + 0:98 log10 (PGAR SI)

(25)

IJMA = 1:74 + 1:38 log10 SI + 0:59 log10 PGAR

(26)

IJMA = 1:31 + 0:95 log10 PGVR + 1:00 log10 PGAR

(27)

The normalized regression coecients are listed in Table IV and the relationships (normalized
for a magnitude of 7) of JMA intensity and ground motion indices obtained for the 879
non-liqueed records in this study are shown in Figures 6(a)–(c). It should be noted that
the regression coecients (Table III) obtained by Tong and Yamazaki [15] were based on
the larger of the two horizontal components of the earthquake records (PGAL ; PGVL ; SIL ).
To compare the results with this study, the regression equations of Tong and Yamazaki
[15] were converted from larger to resultant of the two horizontal components using the
mean ratio of larger=resultant (Figures 6(d)–(f)) obtained in this study, and the converted
regression coecients are shown in Table IV. The obtained mean ratios are very similar to
the ones obtained in other studies [27; 28], and the comparison of the mean ratios is shown in
Table V.
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Figure 6. Relationships (normalized for a magnitude of 7) between (a) JMA intensity and
PGAR , (b) JMA intensity and PGVR , and (c) JMA intensity and SI, and relationships
between (d) PGAL and PGAR , (e) PGVL and PGVR , and (f) SIL and SI obtained for
the 879 non-liqueed records used in this study.
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Table V. Comparison between the resultant=larger (for PGA and PGV) and max180=larger
(for SI) ratios by this study and by other studies [27; 28].
Index

PGA
PGV
SI

This study

Kawashima et al.

Ansary et al.

Mean

Std.

Mean

Std.

Mean

Std.

1.068
1.084
1.030

0.085
0.092
0.055

1.086
1.083
—

0.079
0.089
—

1.076
1.085
—

0.079
0.082
—

Comparison of the results with other studies
Table IV shows the comparison of the normalized regression coecients obtained in this
study and the converted regression coecients obtained by other studies [14; 15]. One can
nd some dierence between the regression coecients obtained in this study to the ones
obtained in other studies. This dierence comes might be due to the dierence of the datasets
and method of analysis. The data set used by Tong and Yamazaki [15] is well distributed and
contains smaller values of intensity. On the other hand, the data set used in this study is well
distributed, however, the range of JMA intensity is between 1.52 and 6.55. Again, the data
set used by Midorikawa et al. [14] was recorded mostly by SMAC-B2 type accelerometers.
Moreover, the conversion of the regression equations obtained by Tong and Yamazaki [15]
was done based on the records used in this study, and not the actual records used by them.
Figure 7 shows the comparison of the relationships between IJMA and PGAR , PGVR and
SI, which are obtained in this study with the ones obtained in other studies [14; 15]. One
can see that the relationship between JMA intensity and SI (Figure 7(c)) obtained in this
study is very similar comparing to the one obtained by Tong and Yamazaki [15]. One can
also see that the relationship between JMA intensity and PGAR (Figure 7(a)) obtained in
this study is very similar comparing to the ones obtained by Tong and Yamazaki [15] and
Midorikawa et al. [14], however, some dierence is observed with respect to PGVR . The
relationship between JMA intensity and PGVR (Figure 7(b)) obtained in this study shows
a little bit higher intensity value up to a PGVR level of around 10 cm=s comparing to the
one obtained by Tong and Yamazaki [15], and it shows a lower intensity value beyond that
level, however, the same relationship shows a lower value comparing to the one obtained by
Midorikawa et al. [14].
Figure 7(d) shows the plots of the residuals of IJMA obtained from: (1) two-stage single
variable linear regression analysis, and (2) two-stage multiple variables linear regression analysis. It can be seen that the linear t of the residuals, in the case when IJMA is estimated
using both SI and PGA, is more or less close to the zero line. On the other hand, the linear
t of the residuals, in the case when IJMA is estimated using only SI, has the tendency to be
away from the zero line for higher values of IJMA . This clearly indicates a better estimation
of JMA intensity if both SI and PGA are considered rather than only SI. Figure 7(e) shows
the relationship between the JMA intensity estimated in this study using SI and PGA and the
JMA intensity estimated by Tong and Yamazaki [15]. It can be seen that the ratio of JMA
intensity estimated in this study to the JMA intensity estimated by Tong and Yamazaki [15]
is 1.00. It means, JMA intensity estimated for the two cases is the same. This good agreement
Copyright ? 2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 7. Comparison of the relationships between JMA intensity and ground motion
indices (non-liqueed) obtained in this study with the ones obtained by other studies
[14; 15]. The plots of the residuals of IJMA obtained from single and multiple ground
motion indices are also shown in (d) at the top right corner.
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was also observed in case of single ground motion index SI (Figure 7(c)) that was explained
earlier. The JMA intensity is also estimated using other parameters, such as, the product of
two ground motion indices. Figure 7(f) shows the comparison of the relationship between
JMA intensity and the product of PGA and PGV obtained in this study to the one obtained
by Midorikawa et al. [14]. One can see that the relationships obtained in the both studies are
very similar.
The correlation coecients and as well as the standard deviations are also obtained while
deriving the linear relationships between JMA intensity and all other parameters. The correlation coecients obtained in this study are listed in Table III. It is observed that the correlation
coecient obtained for SI is higher than PGV or PGA. In case of the parameters such as
the product of two ground motion indices, the correlation coecient obtained for the product of PGA and SI is higher than the product of PGA and PGV. Similarly, for multivariate
analysis, the correlation coecient obtained for PGA and SI is higher than PGA and PGV.
Midorikawa et al. [14] concluded that the instrumental seismic intensity shows higher correlation with PGV than PGA, and it shows the highest correlation with the parameters such as
the product of PGA and PGV. However, in this study, it is observed that JMA intensity shows
higher correlation with SI than PGA and PGV, and it shows the highest correlation with the
parameters such as the combination of both PGA and SI or the product of PGA and SI. Note
that the larger correlation coecient in each category is shown in Table III with an underlined
mark. It is also observed that the JMA intensity shows the lowest correlation (Table III) with
PGV. Midorikawa et al. [14] pointed out that if long period contents are dominated in the
records, correlation between the JMA intensity and PGV becomes bad. Since, some records
used in this study contains long period motion, especially in the Chi–Chi earthquake records
[29], the JMA intensity and PGV has rather low correlation. Note that the data points for the
Chi–Chi earthquake are shown in Figures 3(c) and 3(d) with a plus sign.
Comparison of the results with liqueed records
The linear relationships between JMA intensity and PGA, PGV, and SI are derived for the
liqueed records in this study as
IJMA = 1:47 + 1:65 log10 PGAR

( = 0:200; R2 = 0:778)

(28)

IJMA = 2:64 + 1:64 log10 PGVR

( = 0:234; R2 = 0:698)

(29)

IJMA = 2:33 + 1:86 log10 SI

( = 0:074; R2 = 0:970)

(30)

For multiple ground motion indices, the linear relationships are derived as
IJMA = 2:17 + 1:71 log10 SI + 0:17 log10 PGAR

( = 0:074; R2 = 0:971)

(31)

IJMA = 1:44 + 0:78 log10 PGVR + 1:09 log10 PGAR

( = 0:172; R2 = 0:848)

(32)

Note that although the liqueed records were selected from seven earthquake events, however,
only one event contributed more than one record to this data set. Hence, the linear relationship
Copyright ? 2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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between JMA intensity and other ground motion indices for the liqueed records are derived
performing a simple linear regression analysis.
Figure 8 shows the comparison of the relationships between IJMA and PGAR ; PGVR and SI,
which are obtained from liqueed and non-liqueed records. One can see that the relationship
between JMA intensity and PGAR (Figure 8(a)) obtained from liqueed records shows higher
intensity comparing to the one obtained from non-liqueed records. The common trend of
liqueed site is that it has longer period, which may cause intensity to have higher value
while estimating from PGAR . However, with respect to both PGVR and SI (Figures 8(b)
and 8(c)), the relationships obtained from liqueed records show a large similarity with the
ones obtained from the non-liqueed records. Midorikawa and Wakamatsu [16] calculated the
intensities of the ground motion at liqueed sites during past earthquakes by semi-empirical
method taking into account the fault size and the soil prole at the site. They concluded
that PGV is better correlated with the occurrence of liquefaction than PGA and suggested
that soil liquefaction is likely to occur when PGV exceeds 10–15 cm=s, which is supported
by observation. Hence, for estimating the JMA intensity from liqueed records using single
ground motion index, the choice of PGVR or SI would be a better option than PGAR . Figure
8(d) shows the comparison of the linear relationship between the JMA intensity estimated from
liqueed and non-liqueed records using both SI and PGAR . The relationship is obtained as
Iliq = 0:99Inon-liq

(33)

It means, in case of multiple ground motion indices, JMA seismic intensity estimated from
liqueed records is only 1% lower in magnitude than the JMA seismic intensity estimated
from non-liqueed records. Although it is observed that when JMA intensity is estimated from
liqueed records using only PGAR , it shows higher value than non-liqueed records, however,
when it is estimated using both SI and PGAR , the JMA intensity shows only 1 percent lower
in magnitude than the non-liqueed records. It means, if JMA intensity is estimated using
both SI and PGAR , then SI dominates to the contribution of estimating the JMA intensity
than PGAR . Moreover, if we look at the all relationships (Equations (28)–(32)) obtained
for the liqueed records, then it can also be seen that the JMA intensity shows the highest
correlation (R2 = 0:971) with the parameter such as the combination of both PGAR and SI,
and it shows the second highest correlation (R2 = 0:970) with SI. The similar trend is also
observed in case of the non-liqueed records.
Validity of the obtained relationships
As it is observed that JMA intensity shows the highest correlation with the parameter such as
the combination of PGA and SI in the multivariate case and higher correlation with SI in the
univariate case, it is also necessary to verify this observation, particularly, whether the JMA
intensity shows the highest correlation with the combination of PGA and SI or not. In order
to do so, we have selected 204 records from the 2000 Tottori–ken Seibu earthquake, which is
not used in this study in the regression analysis for obtaining the relationship between JMA
intensity and other ground motion parameters. Note that the magnitude (MW ) for the Tottori
earthquake is 6.7. This magnitude is used in Equations (16) and (19) for the estimation of
JMA intensity from SI and both SI and PGA for the selected 204 non-liqueed records of
the Tottori earthquake. Figure 9 shows the relationship between the observed and estimated
Copyright ? 2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 8. Comparison of the relationship between JMA intensity and ground motion indices obtained
from the liqueed and non-liqueed records (a) with respect to PGA, (b) with respect to PGV,
(c) with respect to SI, and (d) with respect to both PGA and SI.

JMA seismic intensity for 204 records of the Tottori earthquake. One can see that in the case
JMA intensity is estimated from SI (Figure 9(a)), it shows only 1% lower value in magnitude
than the observed one. On the other hand, in the case JMA intensity is estimated from the
combination of SI and PGA (Figure 9(b)), it shows only 1% higher value in magnitude than
the observed one. However, it can be seen that the correlation coecient between observed
vs estimated JMA intensity is higher in the case it is estimated from both SI and PGA
(R2 = 0:980) than only from SI (R2 = 0:932). Moreover, one can also see that the data points
of observed vs estimated JMA intensity shows less scattered in the case it is estimated from
both PGA and SI than only from SI. This observation clearly indicates that the JMA seismic
intensity shows the highest correlation with the combination of both PGA and SI.

CONCLUSIONS
The JMA seismic intensity and other ground motion indices, i.e., PGA, PGV, and spectrum
intensity (SI) were calculated using two strong motion data sets; in which, the rst set consists
Copyright ? 2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 9. Relationship between the observed and estimated (in this study) JMA seismic intensity for
the 204 non-liqueed records of the 2000 Tottori–ken Seibu earthquake.

of 879 non-liqueed records, and the second set consists of 17 liqueed records. The relationships between JMA intensity and PGA, PGV, and SI, were derived performing a two-stage
linear regression analyses. The major ndings are as follows:
1. The relationship between the JMA seismic intensity and strong motion parameters obtained in this study showed a very similarity with the ones obtained by Tong and
Yamazaki and Midorikawa et al. with respect to both PGA and SI, however, some
dierence was observed with respect to PGV.
2. In case of single ground motion parameter, Midorikawa et al. concluded that JMA
intensity shows higher correlation with PGV than PGA. However, in this study, it was
observed that it shows higher correlation with SI than PGA or PGV. Moreover, it was
also observed that JMA intensity shows higher correlation with PGA than PGV.
3. The relationship between JMA intensity and other ground motion parameters such as
the product of PGA and PGV shows a very similarity comparing to the one obtained
by Midorikawa et al., however, in this study, it was observed that the JMA intensity
shows higher correlation with the product of PGA and SI than the product of PGA and
PGV.
4. In case of multiple ground motion parameters, very good agreement was observed between the relationship obtained in this study comparing to the one obtained by Tong
and Yamazaki, and the JMA intensity shows the highest correlation with the parameters
such as the combination of PGA and SI than the combination of PGA and PGV.
5. Comparing the correlation coecients between the JMA intensity with all strong motion
parameters, it follows as: (a) the JMA intensity shows the highest correlation with the
parameters such as the combination of PGA and SI, (b) it shows the second highest
correlation with the parameters such as the product of PGA and SI, and (c) it shows
the next higher correlation with SI.
6. It was observed that the relationship between the JMA seismic intensity and strong
motion parameters obtained from liqueed records showed a very similarity with the
ones obtained from non-liqueed records with respect to both PGV and SI, however,
some dierence was observed with respect to PGA.
Copyright ? 2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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7. From the obtained relationship between the observed vs. estimated JMA intensity, it was
found that the JMA intensity shows the highest correlation with the combination of PGA
and SI than other strong motion parameters.
In case of implementation, according to the above ndings, it can be concluded that for estimating the JMA seismic intensity from strong motion parameters, the choice of multiple
ground motion parameters would be a better option rather than single ground motion parameter. The obtained relationships may be very useful for the disaster management agencies in
Japan and deployment of new SI-sensors, which monitor both SI and PGA.
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